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Probably the most destructive feature of Black Power I
its unconscious and often conscious call for retaliatory vi(\
lence. Many well-meaning persons within the movemCl1i
rationalize that Black Power does not really mean black vio
lence, that those who shout the slogan don't really me:111
it that way, that the violent connotations are solely the di~
tortions of a vicious press. That the press has fueled the fil '
is true. But as one who has worked and talked intimate I
with devotees of Black Power, I must admit that the slogall
is nuinly used by persons who have lost faith in the method
and philosophy of nonviolence. I must make it clear that no
guilt by association is intended. Both Floyd McKissick and
Stokely Carmichael have declared themselves opponents 01
aggressive violence. This clarification is welcome and usefu I,
despite the persistence of some of their followers in examining the uses of violence.
Over cups of coffee in my home in Atlanta and my
apartment in Chicago, I have often talked late at night and
over into the small hours of the morning with proponents
of Black Power who argued passionately about the validity
of violence and riots. They don't quote Gandhi or Tolstoy,
Their Bible is Frantz Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth. 5 Th is
black psychiatrist from Martinique, who went to Algeria to
work with the National Liberation Front in its fight against
the French, argues in his book-a well-written book, incidentally, with many penetrating insights-that violence is a
psychologically healthy and tactically sound method for th>
oppressed. And so, realizing that they are a part of that va (
company of the "wretched of the earth," these young American Negroes, who are predominantly involved in the Black
Power movement, often quote Fanon's belief that violence
is the only thing that will bring about liberation. As they
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us no songs of nonviolence, sing us no songs of
1'11',11'\\, for nonviolence and progress belong to middleII Negroes and whites and we are not interested in you."
\ we have seen, the first public expression of disenchantII' III with nonviolence arose around the question of "selfI. Ii lI\l'." [n a sense this is a false issue, for the right to defend
.111 .... home and one's person when attacked has been guar"II, ('d through the ages by common law. In a nonviolent
,. IIlllllstration, however, self-defense must be approached
""Ilig

", 1111 ,11l0ther perspective.
"ill' cause of a demonstration is the existence of some
I,,, III of exploitation or oppression that has made it necesII y I()r men of courage and goodwill to protest the evil. For
, ,llllple, a demonstration against de facto school segrega111111 IS based on the awareness that a child's mind is crippled
11\ IIladequate educational opportunities. The demonstrator
, 'llTS that it is better to suffer publicly for a short time to
11.1 the crippling evil of school segregation than to have
I Iination after generation of children suffer in ignorance.
'II \lIch a demonstration the point is made that the schools
Ill' Illadequate. This is the evil one seeks to dramatize; anyi1ll1lg else distracts from that point and interferes with the
,"llli'ontation of the primary evil. Of course no one wants
II. \uffer and be hurt. But it is more important to get at the
I ,11I\C than to be safe. It is better to shed a little blood from
I hi ow on the head or a rock thrown by an angry mob than
II. II;lve children by the thousands finishing high school who
1,111 only read at a sixth-grade level.
I~urthermore, it is dangerous to organize a movement
"lllLlJ1d self-defense. The line of demarcation between dekllsive violence and aggressive violence is very thin. The
Illlllllte a program of violence is enunciated, even for self-
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defense, the atmosphere is filled with talk of violence, and
the words falling on unsophisticated ears may be interpreted
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less to the American Negro. The hard cold facts today indirate that the hope of the people of color in the world may
well rest on the American Negro and his ability to reform

as an invitation to aggression,
One of the main questions that the Negro must confront

lhe structure of racist imperialism from within and thereby

in his pursuit of freedom is that of effectiveness. What is the

lu rn the technology and wealth of the West to the task of

most effective way to achieve the desired goal? If a method

liberating the world from want.
The futility of violence in the struggle for racial justice

is not effective, no matter how much steam it releases, it is
an expression of weakness, not of strength. Now the plain,

1i,1S

inexorable fact is that any attempt of the American Negro to

1\

overthrow his oppressor with violence will not work, We
do not need President Johnson to tell us this by reminding Negro rioters that they are outnumbered ten to one,
The courageous efforts of our own insurrectionist brothers,
such as Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner, should be eternal
reminders to us that violent rebellion is doomed from the
start, In violent warfare one must be prepared to face
the fact that there will be casualties by the thousands. Any-

been tragically etched in all the recent Negro riots. There

something painfully sad about a riot. One sees screaming

youngsters and angry adults fighting hopelessly and aimlessly
,Ig:linst impossible odds. Deep down within them you perL'ive a desire for self-destruction, a suicidal longing. Occa-

l

\ionally Negroes contend that the 1965 Watts riot and the
oilIer riots in various cities represented effective civil rights

,IL tion. But those who express this view always end up with
\I

II Jl1bling words when asked what concrete gains have been

won as a result. At best the riots have produced a little ad-

one leading a violent rebellion must be willing to make

ditional antipoverty money, allotted by frightened govern-

an honest assessment regarding the possible casualties to a

IIIL'nt officials, and a few water sprinklers to cool the children

minority population confronting a well-armed, wealthy ma-

,.1 the ghettos. It is something like improving the food in a

jority with a fanatical right wing that would delight in exterminating thousands of black men, women and children.
Arguments that the American Negro is a part of a world

I""'on while the people remain securely incarcerated behind
Nowhere have the riots won any concrete improve-

1.,11\.

IIH'llt such as have the organized protest demonstrations.
It is not overlooking the limitations of nonviolence and

which is two-thirds colored and that there will come a day
when the oppressed people of color will violently rise together to throw off the yoke of white oppression are beyond

ill\' distance we have yet to go to point out the remarkable
II (

the realm of serious discussion. There is no colored nation,
including China, that now shows even the potential ofleading a violent revolution of color in any international propor-

()rd of achievements that have already come through non-

Illkllt action. The 1960 sit-ins desegregated lunch counters
III IIlore than ISO cities within a year. The 1961 Freedom
I

1\

ks put an end to segregation in interstate travel. The

I II ()

bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, ended segre-

tions. Ghana, Zambia, Tanganyika and Nigeria are so busy
fighting their own battles against poverty, illiteracy and thl"

I

subversive influence of neocolonialism that they offer littk
hope to Angola, Southern Rhodesia and South Africa, mucll

"ill I he climactic March on Washington won passage of the

111\)11
\'1

on the buses not only of that city but in practically

y city of the South. The 1963 Birmingham movement
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most powerful civil rights law in a century. The 1965 Selma
movement brought enactment of the Voting Rights Law.
Our nonviolent marches in Chicago last sunU11er brought
about a housing agreement which, if implemented, will be
the strongest step toward open housing taken in any city in
the nation. Most significant is the fact that this progress occurred with n1.inimum human sacrifice and loss of life. Fewer
people have been killed in ten years of nonviolent demonstrations across the South than were killed in one night of
rioting in Watts.
When one tries to pin down advocates of violence as to
what acts would be effective, the answers are blatantly illogical. Sometimes they talk of overthrowing racist state and
local governments. They fail to see that no internal revolution has ever succeeded in overthrowing a government by
violence unless the government had already lost the allegiance
and effective control of its armed forces. Anyone in his right
mind knows that this will not happen in the United States.
In a violent racial situation, the power structure has the local
police, the state troopers, the national guard and finally the
amlY to calIon, all of which are predominantly white.
Furthermore, few if any violent revolutions have been
successful unless the violent minority had the sympathy and
support of the nonresisting majority. Castro may have had
only a few Cubans actually fighting with him, but he would
never have overthrown the Batista regime unless he had
had the sympathy of the vast majority of the Cuban people,
It is perfectly clear that a violent revolution on the part of
American blacks would find no sympathy and support from
the white population and very little from the majority of the
Negroes themselves.
This is no time for romantic illusions and empty philosophical debates about freedom. This is a time for action.
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What is needed is a strategy for change, a tactical program
(hat will bring the Negro into the mainstream of American
Itfe as quickly as possible. So far, this has only been offered by
I he nonviolent movement. Without recognizing this we will
cnd up with solutions that don't solve, answers that don't
,Illswer and explanations that don't explain,
Beyond the pragmatic invalidity of violence is its inability
to appeal to conscience. Some Black Power advocates con\ider an appeal to conscience irrelevant. A Black Power exponent said to me not long ago: "To hell with conscience
,llld morality. We want power." But power and morality
Illust go together, implementing, fulfilling and ennobling
l';lch other. In the quest for power I cannot bypass the con'ern for morality. 1 refuse to be driven to a Machiavellian
cynicism with respect to power. Power at its best is the right
lise of strength. The words of Alfred the Great are still true:
.. Power is never good unless he who has it is good."
Nonviolence is power, but it is the right and good use
oC power. Constructively it can save the white man as well
,1\ the Negro. Racial segregation is buttressed by such irraIlortal fears as loss of preferred economic privilege, altered
\\lcial status, intermarriage and adjustment to new situations.
I'hrough sleepless nights and haggard days numerous white
pcople struggle pitifully to combat these fears. By followIllg the path of escape, some seek to ignore the questions of
I,ICC relations and to close their nunds to the issues involved.
( hhers, placing their faith in legal maneuvers, counsel mas\1 vc resistance. Still others hope to drown their fears by enI,.,'ging in acts of meanness and violence toward their Negro
11Il'thren. But how futile are all these remedies! Instead of
t'lilllinating fear, they instill deeper and more pathological
k.lrs. The white man, through his own efforts, through edut ,II ion and goodwill, through searching his conscience and
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through confronting the fact of integration, must do a great
deal to free himself of these paralyzing fears. But to master
fear he must also depend on the spirit the Negro generates
toward him. Only through our adherence to nonviolencewhich also means love in its strong and commanding sense
-will the fear in the white community be ITlitigated.
A guilt-ridden white minority fears that if the Negro attains power, he will without restraint or pity act to revenge
the accumulated injustices and brutality of the years. The
Negro must show that the white man has nothing to fear, for
the Negro is willing to forgive. A mass movement exercising nonviolence and demonstrating power under discipline
should convince the white community that as such a movement attained strength, its power would be used creatively
and not for revenge.
In a moving letter to his nephew on the one hundredth
anniversary of Emancipation, Jan1.es Baldwin wrote concerning white people:
The really terrible thing, old buddy, is that you must
accept them. And I mean that very seriously. You
must accept them and accept them with love. For
these innocent people have no other hope. They are,
in effect, still trapped in a history which they do not
understand; and until they understand it, they cannot
be released from it. They have had to believe for many
years, and for innumerable reasons, that black men are
inferior to white men. Many of them, indeed, know
better, but, as you will discover, people find it very
difficult to act on what they know. To act is to be
committed, and to be committed is to be in danger.
In this case, the danger, in the minds of most white
Americans, is the loss of their identity.... But these
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men are your brothers-your lost, younger brothers, And if the word integration means anything, this
is what it means: that we, with love, shall force our
brothers to see themselves as they are, to cease fleeing
from reality and begin to change it. 6
The problem with hatred and violence is that they in1L:l1sify the fears of the white majority, and leave them less
.!shamed of their prejudices toward Negroes. In the guilt and
confusion confronting our society, violence only adds to the
I haos. It deepens the brutality of the oppressor and increases
I he bitterness of the oppressed. Violence is the antithesis of
I rcativity and wholeness. [t destroys community and makes
Ilrotherhood impossible.
My friend John Killens recently wrote in the Negro Di(:('.1'1: "Integration comes after liberation. A slave cannot inI('grate with his master. In the whole history of revolts and
I (,volutions, integration has never been the main slogan of
I ilL: revolution. The oppressed fights to free himself from his
(lJ1pressor, not to integrate with him. Integration is the step
dlL:l freedom when the freedman makes up his mind as to
\ 'hcther he wishes to integrate with his former master."7
At first glance this sounds very good. But after reflection
(lllL: has to face some inescapable facts about the Negro and
Illcrican life. This is a multiracial nation where all groups
,II (' dependent on each other, whether they want to recog1I1'IC it or not. In this vast interdependent nation no racial
1',IOUp can retreat to an island entire of itself. The phenomena
"I IIltegration and liberation cannot be as neatly divided as
I r1lcns would have it.
There is no theoretical or sociological divorce between
IIi ll'l':ltion and integration. [n our kind of society liberation
I 1IIIIot come
without integration and integration cannot
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come without liberation. I speak here of integration in both
the ethical and the political senses. On the one hand, integration is true intergroup, interpersonal living. On the other
hand, it is the mutual sharing of power. I cannot see how
the Negro will be totally liberated from the crushing weight
of poor education, squalid housing and economic strangulation until he is integrated, with power, into every level of
American life,
Mr. Killens's assertion might have some validity in a
struggle for independence against a foreign invader. But the
Negro's struggle in America is quite different from and lIlOre
difficult than the struggle for independence. The American
Negro will be living tomorrow with the very people against
whom he is struggling today. The American Negro is not in
a Congo where the Belgians will go back to Belgium after
the battle is over, or in an India where the British will go
back to England after independence is won. In the struggle
for national independence one can talk about liberation now
and integration later, but in the struggle for racial justice in a
multiracial society where the oppressor and the oppressed are
both "at home," liberation must come through integration.
Are we seeking power for power's sake? Or are we seeking to make the world and our nation better places to live.
If we seek the latter, violence can never provide the answer.
The ultimate weakness of violence is that it is a descending
spiral, begetting the very thing it seeks to destroy. Instead or
diminishing evil, it multiplies it. Through violence you may
murder the liar, but you cannot murder the lie, nor establish
the truth. Through violence you may murder the hater, but
you do not murder hate. In fact, violence merely increases
hate. So it goes. Returning violence for violence multiplie,
violence, adding deeper darkness to a night already devoid 01
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stars. Darkness cannot drive out darkness: only light can do
lhat. Hate cannot drive out hate: only love can do that.
The beauty of nonviolence is that in its own way and
ill its own time it seeks to break the chain reaction of evil.
With a majestic sense of spiritual power, it seeks to elevate
lruth, beauty and goodness to the throne. Therefore I will
continue to follow this method because I think it is the most
practically sound and morally excellent way for the Negro to
,lchieve freedom.
IV

III recent months several people have said to me: "Since vio-

knce is the new cry, isn't there a danger that you will lose
(ouch with the people in the ghetto and be out of step with
t he times if you don't change your views on nonviolence?"
My answer is always the same. While I anI convinced the
V,lst majority of Negroes reject violence, even if they did not
I would not be interested in being a consensus leader. I relusc to determine what is right by taking a Gallup poll of
lhc trends of the time. I imagine that there were leaders in
( ;cnnany who sincerely opposed ~hat Hitler was doing to
lhc Jews. But they took their poll and discovered that anti'l1utiSlTI was the prevailing trend. In order to "be in step
with the times," in order to "keep in touch," they yielded
lu one of the most ignolTlinious evils that history has ever
\..llown.
Ultimately a genuine leader is not a searcher for consen'.11\ but a molder of consensus. I said on one occasion, "If
I VLTy Negro in the United States turns to violence, I will
I Iluose to be that one lone voice preaching that this is the
\\ I ung way." Maybe this sounded like arrogance. But it was
11111 intended that way. It was simply my way of saying that
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I would rather be a man of conviction than a man of COil

formity. Occasionally in life one develops a conviction ~Il
precious and meaningful that he will stand on it till the end
This is what I have found in nonviolence.

., 11111
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inner conflicts are rooted in hate. This is why the

, 1I1.llrists say, "Love or perish." I have seen hate expressed
countenances of too many Mississippi and Alabama
II' Illls to advise the Negro to sink to this miserable level.

I I lill'

One of the greatest paradoxes of the Black Power mOVl'
ment is that it talks unceasingly about not imitating the val

lilli'

ues of white society, but in advocating violence it is imitatin '
the worst, the most brutal and the most uncivilized value 01
American life. American Negroes have not been mass mur

.. , I',t'lting even, of hitting back, of dog eat dog. Maybe in
.11111' distant Utopia, you say, that idea will work, but not
I lillie hard, cold world in which we live. My only answer is

too great a burden to bear.
( )1" course, you may say, this is not practical; life is a matter
IS

derers. They have not murdered children in Sunday school,

111,11

nor have they hung white men on trees bearing strange fruit.
They have not been hooded perpetrators of violence, lynching human beings at will and drowning them at whim.

1lIIIg time now, and it has led inexorably to deeper confusion
\lid chaos. Time is cluttered with the wreckage of individu,i1s ,IIld com.munities that surrendered to hatred and violence.

This is not to imply that the Negro is a saint who abhors
violence. Unfortunately, a check of the hospitals in any Ne-

wc nmst follow another way. This does not mean that we

gro community on any Saturday night will make you painfully aware of the violence within the Negro community.
By turning his hostility and frustration with the larger society
inward, the Negro often inflicts terrible acts of violence on
his own black brother. This tragic problem must be solved.
But I would not advise Negroes to solve the problem by
turning these inner hostilities outward through the murdering of whites. Tllis would substitute one evil for another.
Nonviolence provides a healthy way to deal with understandable anger.
1 am concerned that Negroes acrueve full status as citizens

and as hum.an beings here in the United States. But I am also

mankind has followed the so-called practical way for a

I', 1r the salvation of our nation and the salvation of mankind,

,lh,lIldon our militant efforts. With every ounce of our enngy we must continue to rid our nation of the incubus of
.\Cial injustice. But we need not in the IJrocess relinquish our
I)rivilege and obligation to love.

I

Fanon says at the end of The Wretched

of tlte Earth:

So, comrades, let us not pay tribute to Europe by creating states, institutions and societies which draw their
inspiration from her.
Humanity is waiting for something other fi~om us
than such an imitation, which would be almost an ob-

concerned about our moral uprightness and the health of our
souls. Therefore I must oppose any attempt to gain our free-

scene caricature.
If we want to tum Africa into a new Europe, and
America into a new Europe, then let us leave the des-

dom by the methods of malice, hate and violence that have
characterized our oppressors. Hate is just as injurious to the

tiny of our countries to Europeans. They will know
how to do it better than the most gifted among us.

hater as it is to the hated. Like an unchecked cancer, hate

But if we want humanity to advance a step further,
if we want to bring it up to a different level than that

corrodes the personality and eats away its vital unity. Many
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which Europe has shown it, then we must invent and
we must make discoveries.
If we wish to live up to our peoples' expectations,
we must seek the response elsewhere than in Europe.
Moreover, if we wish to reply to the expectations
of the people of Europe, it is no good sending them
back a reflection, even an ideal reflection, of their society and their thought with which from time to time
they feel immeasurably sickened.
For Europe, for ourselves and for humanity, comrades, we must turn over a new leaf, we must work
out new concepts, and try to set afoot a new man. 8
These are brave and challenging words; I am happy that
young black men and women are quoting them. But the
problem is that Fanon and those who quote his words are
seeking "to work out new concepts" and "set afoot a new
man" with a willingness to imitate old concepts of violence.
Is there not a basic contradiction here? Violence has been the
inseparable twin of materialism, the hallmark of its grandeur
and misery. This is the one thing about modern civilization
that I do not care to imitate.
Hun'lanity is waiting for something other than blind imitation of the past. If we want truly to advance a step further,
if we want to turn over a new leaf and really set a new man
afoot, we must begin to turn mankind away from the long
and desolate night of violence. May it not be that the new
man the world needs is the nonviolent man? Longfellow
said, "In this world a man must either be an anvil or a hammer." We must be hammers shaping a new society rath 'I
than anvils molded by the old. This not only will make 1I~
new men, but will give us a new kind of power. It will not
be Lord Acton's image of power that tends to corrupt Of
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absolute power that corrupts absolutely. It will be power infused with love and justice, that will change dark yesterdays
into bright tomorrows, and lift us from the fatigue of despair
to the buoyancy of hope. A dark, desperate, confused and
sin-sick world waits for this new kind of man and this new
kind of power.
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